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finished size: 18” x 20” skill level: beginner

A large appliqué butterfly creates a beautiful mini quilt that is
quick to sew and allows you to showcase a fun print. It also
makes a darling pillow and can be resized to create a variety
of different designs. Share your photos with #NeoVolPattern
and #NeoQuiltSeries.

Print the large butterfly template pieces on pages 4-6 at 100% and
check the 1” scale block to ensure your size is correct. The template
will need to be glued or taped together, matching up the symbols
in the solid black circles. Once pieced, cut out your template on the
solid line. You will also need to cut the circle template on page 2.
Trace the butterfly and 22 circles onto your selected fabrics. If
using a fusible adhesive, iron it to the wrong side of your fabrics
before tracing the shapes. Cut your shapes and fuse them to your
background fabric (you may choose to cut your background fabric,
batting and backing larger than specified and trim to size after
piecing and quilting). You will find placement guide diagrams and
tips for positioning the butterfly and circles on pages 2 & 3.
Stitch your butterfly in place using the method of your choice. You
may choose to also stitch the circles in place, or alternatively you
can run several lines through them when quilting.
Quilt and bind your piece as desired.

#NeoVolPattern #NeoQuiltSeries

materials
18” x 20” background fabric
15” square for butterfly
12” x 5” fabric for circles
18” x 20” backing fabric
20 x 22” batting
1/4 yard for binding (Cut 3x strips 2.25” x WOF)
Iron-on or Spray Adhesive (such as Heat n Bond)
Templates (pages 4 - 7)

a few notes
If you are new to appliqué, there are many
excellent tutorials online and you will find a
variety of ways to baste and stitch your pieces.
You can use an iron on or spray adhesive to
adhere your pieces to the background.
The mini quilt above uses a free motion straight
stitch around the butterfly, leaving a raw edge,
and the pillow (shown on page 2) uses a zig
zag stitch that encases the edge. You can also
do a blanket stitch on your machine or by hand.
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Though the placement of the butterfly and circles does not
need to be exact and can be adjusted to personal preference,
the guide to the right shows measurements to assist with
positioning. You will also find a to-scale dot placement guide
on page 3.

Variations and scaling
Printed at 100%, the large butterfly template measures
approximately 13” square. The pillow below shows this
template with an 18” pillow form. Here you can also see the
template direction reversed.
You can scale the pattern when printing to create different
sized butterflies and two additional smaller templates are
also included on pages X & X.

1.5”

1.25”
1.25”

Following are two percentages and finished butterfly sizes
for reference (measurements are approximate within 1/4”):
Printed at 85%: 11” butterfly • Printed at 70%: 9” butterfly

We hope you enjoy this pattern!
Be sure to share your photos with #NeoVolPattern
and #NeoQuiltSeries so everyone can be inspired!

Circle Template • Cut 22
{should meaure 1/2”}

@sariellastudios
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{shown at 100%}
You can use this guide as a visual reference for
placing your dots, or if your background fabric is
light in color, you can lay this guide underneath
and see the dots through. You can also do this on
a light box or against a window.

TERMS OF USE
This pattern is for personal use and may not be copied or
distributed. You may sell handmade items made from this
pattern under these conditions:
• Credit for the pattern must be given as ‘sariella’		
• No mass production of any sort is allowed.
• Item must be sewn by you on a small scale only
© 2016 sariella. All rights reserved.
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{print pages 4 - 6}
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{measures approx 6.5” square}
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Small

{measures approx
4.5” square}
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